Building & Construction 2014

KDC Trade Training Centre is now in its fourth year. KDC and visiting cluster students are presented with a real and forwarding projection of being involved in Construction Training.

It’s amazing to see VCE/VCAL learners with little or no previous training take hold of this opportunity and experience employable skills needed for an Apprenticeship/Career.

Students conduct their first year in Personal skills, Understanding of Tool use (Power & Hand), and Working safely.

In the second year students use first year skills to receive tuition in tools and methods of Setting out and Building a House.

Previously trained students have moved on to further their experience and pursue Diploma levels of construction, and Apprenticeships in Carpentry, Cabinet Making, Bricklaying and Plumbing. The TTC is hosted by an experienced Tradesmen-Trade Trainer (20 years) and training records are kept locally with Victoria University TAFE.
BVC TRADE TRAINING

At the end of units 3&4 (yr 12) students are offered gap training in the remaining units to complete the full Certificate II 22216VIC Construction (carpentry) at Victoria University TAFE.

The Facility has adequate training areas to focus on real life skills of the industry.

Students have the opportunity to have a hands on approach to learning.